ACCESS TO HOMES POLICY

This document outlines Westfield Housing Association’s policies
in respect of the allocation of tenancies

1. MAIN PRINCIPLES
1.1

Westfield Housing Association aims to provide good quality homes at reasonable rents for
those people in the greatest need.

1.2

We aim to ensure that everyone is treated fairly and has equal opportunities. We will not
discriminate on any grounds. The Association adhered to the Equality Act 2010, which
covers everyone and protects people from discrimination, harassment and victimisation. For
more information please click on this link Equality Act 2010

1.3

In deciding the priority of applicants, we base our decision on the housing needs of each
case.

1.4

In assessing applications for the waiting list, the ability of an applicant to pay rent and any
other charge may be taken into account and applicants would be expected to work with
officers to ensure all welfare claims are made at tenancy sign-up appointments.

1.5

The Association is committed to tackling homelessness and will work with local authorities in
meeting their duties towards the homeless.

1.6

The Association is committed to consulting and co-operating fully with local authority
partners.

1.7

The Association is committed to responding to tenants’ requirements for mobility and
participates in national and local mobility and exchange schemes.

1.8

The Association welcomes referrals from other agencies; for example, social services, health
authorities, probation services or voluntary groups.

1.9

The Association considers it has a responsibility to existing tenants. Transfer applicants are
considered for all suitable accommodation requested when such property becomes
available.

1.10

The Association considers it has a responsibility to the wider community. The Association
will consider transfer requests from existing tenants that support community sustainability
and cohesion.

1.11

In deciding the priority of applicants, no account is taken of the date of application, except in
the rare case of those where applicants are considered to have an identical degree of
housing need.

1.12

Wherever possible, the Association visits an applicant in their existing home environment in
order to ensure that all applicants are being assessed on essential and comparable
information.

1.13

Only in exceptional circumstances will an applicant with an outstanding debt to this
Association, or to another housing association or local authority, be allocated a tenancy.

Where an applicant has a debt, each case will be looked at individually and in certain
circumstances be considered for a tenancy with the Association. Examples include but are
not limited to:


Customers who have been accepted by a local authority as unintentionally homeless
and in priority need.



The customer has been victim of domestic violence.



The debt arose due to the customer’s vulnerability.



The customer has suffered financial hardship as a result of welfare reform.

In all the above circumstances, applicants must have a payment plan in place which is being
adhered too.

1.14

In allocating its properties, the Association seeks to ensure the best use of its housing stock
by avoiding excessive under-occupation; i.e. two or more bedrooms surplus to household
requirements. Where under-occupation is likely to occur, either immediately or in the
foreseeable future, the sustainability of the tenancy (given potential restrictions to welfare
benefit) may be a consideration in the allocation decision.

1.15

Applicants with pets, such as a cat or dog, may not be allocated a tenancy of a flat with an
entrance shared with other flats, with the exception of a guide dog.

1.16

Only in exceptional circumstances will a household with a child under 10 years of age be
allocated a tenancy of a flat above ground floor level.

1.17

In order to allow flexibility in dealing with local housing or social conditions, elements of the
lettings policy may be amended or refined. For example, where an area is identified as
suffering from severe problems (such as crime, harassment, vandalism) a particular approach
to allocations may be adopted to allow greater sensitivity to be exercised in the allocation
decision.

1.18

The Association will apply any “local lettings policy” and “Section 106 Agreements” of a local
authority which may advise that to qualify for a property in certain areas (for example
Cockermouth) the housing applicant must satisfy at least one of the criteria. The criteria will
be listed in the “local lettings policy”.

1.19

The Association has established appeals and complaints procedures for those applicants who
are dissatisfied with decisions made or the service they receive.

2. ASSESSMENT OF APPLICATION / HOUSING NEED
2.1

All applicants are issued with a housing application form and an information pack.

2.2

Following the receipt of a fully completed application form and assuming all necessary and
appropriate information has been provided, the housing need of the applicant is assessed
and a Priority Category awarded:
A*

Priority Homeless Nominations

A

High Need

B

Medium Need

C

Low Need

This is designed to ensure that the most urgent cases receive priority consideration in the
allocation of a tenancy.

2.3

The Association is determined to avoid giving “false hope” to applicants. We will, therefore,
inform those applicants with low housing need when they have no realistic chance of being
assisted. This will usually happen where an applicant is seeking a home in an area where
demand for our houses is very high.

2.4

Existing or previous tenants may be asked to provide a reference from their current or
previous landlord. Where an applicant has not held a tenancy, a character reference may be
requested from a professional person who has known them for at least two years. Where an
applicant cannot provide a reference, information may be sought from other agencies
through the information sharing protocol, providing it is within General Data Protection
Regulations.

2.5

Where an applicant indicates that they have an unspent criminal conviction, further
information will be sought about the offence from the applicant, and possibly from the
police. Information gained will not automatically result in the applicant’s exclusion but will
be used to make an informed decision about any offer of a property.

2.6

The Association aims to notify applicants of acceptance onto the waiting list within 14 days
of the receipt of the application form, although this cannot be guaranteed when further
information has to be sought.

2.7

The Association reviews its waiting list on a regular basis to make sure it is up to date.

2.8

All rejected or cancelled applications are retained for 28 days pending an appeal against the
decision. Applicants have 28 days from the date on the decision letter to appeal against a
banding or eligibility decision. Such appeals should be directed to the Operations Manager.
A further appeal may be made to the Chief Executive, and thereafter, to the Board.

2.9

The Association has a detailed Complaints Procedure, a copy of which is available on request
or on our website. This procedure should be used if an applicant is dissatisfied with the
service or responses given.

2.10

The Association has the right to refuse to accept an applicant if it poses a risk of violence or
harm to tenants, the community or Association staff.

3.

TENANCY AGREEMENTS
Westfield will normally grant one of the following agreement types



Secure tenancies under the Housing Act 1985



Assured Tenancies under the Housing Act 1988
The circumstances in which we will grant tenancies of a particular type.

Secure tenancies will be offered to tenants who currently have secure tenancies with
Westfield but move to other properties owned by Westfield. These are lifetime tenancies.

Assured tenancies are also lifetime tenancies and will be offered to existing Westfield
assured tenants who are transferring to another property owned by Westfield and any new
tenants.

4.

TRANSFERS

4.1

As part of its responsibility to existing tenants, the Association accepts all transfer applicants
onto its waiting list and such applicants are considered for all suitable accommodation
requested.

4.2

With regard to racial and other harassment, wherever possible, efforts will be made to
resolve the situation without transferring the victim as detailed in our Anti-Social Behaviour
Policy and Procedure. The Association will seek to move the perpetrator of any harassment
rather than the victim. In serious cases of harassment, eviction of the perpetrator will be
considered.

4.3

Only in exceptional circumstances will a tenant with rent arrears or with any other debt to
the Association, or with a suspended possession order against their current tenancy, be

included onto the offers list of applicants for consideration for a vacant property. Such cases
may be;

4.4



The debt arose due to the customer’s vulnerability.



The customer has suffered financial hardship as a result of welfare reform.

Transfer applicants included on the offers list for an allocation will receive a home visit and
be advised of any repairs or re-decorations which need to be carried out before they can be
granted a new tenancy. Such works will relate to the tenant’s obligations in respect of
internal decorations and repairs as detailed in the tenancy agreement. In addition, the
Association may withhold consent to a transfer because the tenant has failed to fulfil any
other obligation or requirement of the tenancy agreement.

5.

MUTUAL EXCHANGES

5.1

All tenants of the Association have the right to exchange their home with another tenant of
the Association, local authority or other housing association, providing the Association agrees
in writing.

5.2

It is important to recognise that applicants may lose their current statutory rights as per the
Localism Act 2011. Click here for further details are in the Mutual Exchange Policy and
Procedure Mutual Exchange Policy and Procedure

5.3

Before a mutual exchange can take place, an application form must be completed in respect of
those moving into an Association property. In addition both partners to the exchange will be
visited by the Association, where possible, and a report will be obtained from the incoming
tenant's landlord where appropriate.

5.4

No exchange can take place without the approval of the Association in writing. Such approval
will clearly advise the incoming tenant that they are, in effect, taking over the outgoing
tenant's responsibilities in respect of any breaches of the tenancy agreement. In particular,
the Association will accept no responsibility to repair damage caused by the outgoing tenant's
misuse or neglect. It is, therefore, the responsibility of the incoming tenant to ensure that the
property is in good repair before accepting the tenancy.

5.5

The Association may withhold consent to an exchange until the Association's tenant has
fulfilled an obligation or requirement of the tenancy (for example, to keep all internal fittings
in good repair).

5.6

The Association may refuse consent to an exchange in, for example, the following
circumstances:

a) the tenant or proposed exchange partner has a possession order outstanding against them
or a notice of seeking possession still in force;

b) the incoming tenant would substantially under-occupy the property (i.e. by two or more
bedrooms);

c) the property is not suitable to the needs of the incoming tenant, including accommodation
size;

d) the accommodation is provided for disabled people or people with special needs and the
incoming tenant does not meet the established criteria.

6.

HOMELESSNESS AND LOCAL AUTHORITY
NOMINATIONS

6.1

The Association is committed to working closely with local authorities and seeks to participate
fully in any liaison groups or partnership arrangements. The Association has a Service Level
Agreement with Allerdale covering nomination arrangements.

6.2

The Association is determined to contribute as fully as possible to the fight against
homelessness and gives the highest priority to applicants classified as statutorily homeless.

6.3

Applicants will only be classified as statutorily homeless if they have been assessed as such by
the local authority and formally nominated to the Association.

6.4

Statutory homelessness is defined in the Housing Act 1996 and the Homeless Reduction
Act 2017. In simple terms, applicants must fulfil all the necessary criteria to be classed
statutorily homeless.

6.5

In order to minimise delays in re-housing, where a local authority nominates an applicant
as statutorily homeless (or so threatened) the Association will not necessarily require a
home visit to be carried out as part of the housing need assessment.

6.6

All nominations made in respect of Homeless Priority Needs Households will be accepted
by the Association unless accepting the nomination will put at risk from violence or harm
either the applicant or member of the immediate community where the applicant is to live.
Evidence of such risk will need to be provided by the Association and to have been verified
by the Police.

6.7

The Association also gives a degree of priority to applicants who are homeless or
threatened with homelessness within 56 days, but who have not been formally nominated
by the local authority as statutorily homeless – such applicants being classified as ‘relief
homeless’ or ‘prevention homeless’. The Association recognises that a large proportion of
the single homeless may fall within this non-statutory category.

7.

MOBILITY SCHEMES/AGENCY REFERRALS

7.1

The Association accepts a responsibility to support national and local mobility for tenants as
well as to support statutory or voluntary agencies dealing with clients who may experience
housing need.

7.2

As in the case of local authority nominations, it is essential that referrals fall within the
Association’s Access to Homes Policy and are in housing need.

7.3

Referral agencies dealing with clients who need support to sustain a tenancy are required to
provide that support after the client has been housed.

7.4

Referrals which may be considered to fall within the “Care in the Community” regime should
be allocated a tenancy only when a Support Agreement has been established for that

referral. The Association must be identified as a key participant within any Care Plan (which
should also form part of the Support Agreement).

8.

OLDER PERSONS

8.1

The Association provides homes within developments specifically for older persons.

8.2

On occasion, people below the minimum requirement age may be left in sole occupation of a
property which has been specifically provided to meet the needs of the elderly. When this
occurs, the Association may seek to re-house the “under-age” occupier(s) in order that the
property may be re-allocated to people over the minimum requirement age.

8.3

The issue of the re-housing of “under-age” occupiers will be treated with extreme sensitivity
by the Association. Prior to identifying any suitable alternative accommodation, the
question of a move will be raised with the occupiers and their needs and preferences
discussed. The Association will endeavour to ensure that any move is made by mutual
agreement.

9.

MEDICAL CONDITIONS

9.1

Applicants who indicate that their housing need is increased by medical condition will be
awarded priority if it is considered that re-housing would improve the medical condition or
relieve stress and make their condition more manageable.

9.2

Where their medical condition is degenerative/terminal, the suitability of a property to the
long term needs of the applicant will be an important factor in the allocation decision. The
possible future need for accommodation to provide space for a carer, or for medical
equipment, will be taken into account.

9.3

The Association has a number of properties adapted to meet the needs of disabled people
and, in allocating these properties, the tenancy will generally be granted to the disabled
applicant(s). On occasions, able-bodied people may be left in sole occupation of such a
property. When this occurs, the Association may seek to re-house the able-bodied

occupier(s) in order that the property may again be available to meet the needs of disabled
people.

9.4

The issue of the re-housing of able-bodied occupiers will be treated with extreme sensitivity
by the Association. Prior to identifying any suitable alternative accommodation, the
question of a move will be raised with the occupiers and their needs and preferences
discussed. The Association will endeavour to ensure than any move is made by mutual
agreement.

10.

BOARD MEMBERS, STAFF MEMBERS AND CLOSE
RELATIVES

10.1

The Association aims to be scrupulously fair in the allocation of its properties to Board
members, members of staff, and their close relatives (being defined as spouse, partner,
parent, grandparent, child, grandchild, brother or sister and equivalent step-relatives).

10.2

Accordingly, where such an application is received:

a) the decision to accept the applicant onto the waiting list is made by the Operations
Manager, following a review of the initial assessment of the housing application; and

b) the decision whether to grant a tenancy to the applicant will be made by the Chief
Executive (following a check of the shortlist) and/or Association’s Board depending on the
circumstances.

10.3

Throughout the assessment and allocation processes, the person in question will
receive exactly the same consideration, in respect of their housing need, as any
other applicant.

11. EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
11.1

In providing homes and housing services, the Association aims to ensure that everyone is
treated fairly and protected from discrimination and harassment.

11.2

As part of our lettings process, applicants are asked to complete questions in respect of their
ethnicity, nationality and economic status. This is used solely for the purpose of
Government Recordings of Lettings in England.

11.3

The association offer a range of provisions that can support current and potential tenants
including those with support needs, those where English is not their first spoken language
and/or may have difficulties with written English. These provisions are promoted on our
website and in the Associations quarterly Newsletter.

12. HOME VISITS
12.1

Wherever possible, the Association visits applicants in their existing home environment in
order to ensure that all applicants are being assessed on essential and comparable
information.

12.2

The structure to the home visit is provided by the Pre-Tenancy Interview form which enables
an officer of the Association to check elements of housing need and also prompts further
investigation to guide the final allocation decision.

12.3

The primary objective of the home visit is to assess the housing need of the applicant. Any
additional information gained through such a visit is essential in the final comparison of
applicants which precedes the allocation decision.

12.4

The home visit also provides the opportunity to more fully explore any alternatives open to
the applicant to resolve or ease their housing difficulties, often without having to move
home.

12.5

Whilst the initial assessment of any applicant may involve consideration of income, capital,
savings or employment status, the home visit provides the opportunity to explore fully the
ability of the applicant to sustain a tenancy. Consideration should be taken of any applicant
who own their own home. Any equity which can be released through the sale of the
applicant’s current property (if they are the owner) may be highly relevant.

12.6

A further objective of the home visit is to explain the aims and objectives of the Association
and how it is achieving them in the area. The suitability of the Association’s stock to the
applicant’s requirements should be fully discussed, as should financial matters such as
affordability and welfare benefit entitlements.

12.7

In certain cases, the home visit may prompt the involvement of statutory or voluntary
agencies (e.g. social services) in the provision of support to the applicant.

12.8

Following the home visit, the priority category of the applicant will be reviewed and, where
appropriate, revised. Applicants who are found to have deliberately provided misleading
information will have their application cancelled.

13. EXCLUSION OF APPLICANTS
13.1

In exceptional circumstances, the Association may exclude applicants from entry onto its
waiting list and/or consideration for certain properties, for example:

a)

if there is evidence that the applicant and/or person(s) named on the application for
housing has:

i) engaged in anti-social behaviour;

ii) had rent arrears either with the Association or other landlords and is not making
regular payments to reduce;

iii) abandoned or wilfully damaged a property owned by the Association or another
housing provider;

iv) caused racial or other harassment; or

v) given false information that the Association would rely upon in reaching their
decision to grant a tenancy.

b)

if the applicant or a member of their household has threatened or committed acts of
violence against staff or other members of the community;

c)

if the applicant will be unable to meet the conditions of the tenancy agreement
without additional support and the support needed is of a type or level which the
Association cannot provide and has been unable to encourage another body to
provide.

d)

if the applicant is under 18 years, they will not usually be considered for a general
needs tenancy. We will signpost or refer these applicants to Children’s Services
and/or the Local Authority Housing Options Team.

e)

if the applicant has refused 3 offers of accommodation (including any reasonable offer
made through management discretion) within 12 months of the date of their first
offer, they will have their application for housing cancelled for a 12 month period.
After this 12 month period, the applicant may reapply.
Note: this does not apply to homeless customers owed a Local Authority duty who will
be made one reasonable offer.

f)

14.

Those who have the financial resources to purchase a property.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION/APPEALS AND
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURES

14.1 The Association acknowledges that applicants will need to submit detailed and sensitive
personal information in support of their application and undertakes to treat such information
as strictly confidential. The Association will process and retain any information provided in
accordance with the General Data Protection Regulations.

14.2 Applicants (and tenants) have a legal right to check any information they have provided
themselves in support of their application. In addition, the Association gives applicants the
right to see any information we have recorded about their application (including information
held on computer). However, the Association will not be able to disclose information
provided by a third party (for example, a solicitor or doctor) without that third party’s
approval.

14.3 Applicants wishing to view information held should give the Association at least one months’
notice and should bring proof of identity in order to ensure confidentiality is preserved.

14.4 In order to ensure fairness, applicants are free to appeal against decisions at all stages of the
application and allocation process. Such appeals should be directed, in the first instance, to
the Operations Manager. If an applicant should continue to be unhappy with a decision made,
or explanation given, then a further appeal should be made to the Chief Executive and,
thereafter, to the Association’s Board.

14.5 In addition to the above appeals procedure, the Association also operates a detailed
Complaints Procedure which allows complaints from tenants or applicants to progress, in
stages, to the Association’s governing body. A copy of the Complaints Procedure is available
at the Association’s office or on our website.
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